
Camille Marker
Software Developer

Wilmington, NC | 703-405-8572 | camillemarker@gmail.com | LinkedIn | Github | Portfolio

Full-stack web developer specializing in dynamic and engaging user interfaces, cohesive layouts,
and interactive elements to enhance user experiences. Problem-solver focused on creating
alluring, responsive, intuitive websites whilst prioritizing user and client needs. Looking to work
on a variety of projects, collaborating with diverse teams and integrating a background in
sociology into my work.

SKILLS
● Languages: JavaScript, Python, HTML/CSS
● Software/ Tools: MongoDB, Git, Linux, React, PostgreSQL, Mongoose, JSON, Google

OAuth, API, Django, Node.js, Express.js, Figma

EXPERIENCE
General Assembly Remote
Software Engineer Fellow 04/2023 – 07/2023
Successfully completed 500+ hours of expert-led instruction in JavaScript, Python, SQL and
hands-on learning of software development fundamentals, webtools, and the industry's most in
demand technologies. Developed projects, including:

● Memory Match A project constructed after the first two weeks of bootcamp using vanilla
JavaScript, HTML, and CSS elements to make a card-flip match game which was then
launched through surge.

● My Garden | An Express/MongoDB web application developed to track garden plants
implementation and progress that was launched through Heroku.

Founder of Childcare Business Chapel Hill, NC
In-home Childcare Professional 03/2021 - 03/2023
Established and managed an independent childcare business, providing exceptional in-home
childcare services for multiple families.

● Demonstrated strong problem-solving skills and adaptability, effectively handling various
situations and addressing parent/child needs promptly and efficiently.

● Utilized effective communication skills to collaborate with parents, discussing child
development, milestones, and addressing any concerns or challenges.

● Managed administrative tasks such as scheduling, invoicing, and record-keeping,
maintaining professionalism and attention to detail in all business operations.

● Organized educational outings and field trips, enhancing children’s experiences and
expanding their knowledge.

EDUCATION
General Assembly Remote
Software Engineer Immersive 04/2023 - 07/2023

North Carolina State University Raleigh, NC
Bachelor of Arts in Sociology 08/2017 - 05/2020

https://www.linkedin.com/in/camillemarker/
https://github.com/camillemarker
http://www.camillemarker.com
https://camillesmemorymatch.surge.sh/
https://my-garden-app.herokuapp.com/

